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Undercar Coverage in Snap-on’s Software Bundle 11.2 

 
LINCOLNSHIRE, IL, July 27, 2011 – With all of the undercar coverage included in Snap-on’s Software 
Bundle 11.2, automotive technicians don’t need to fear venturing into the unknown. The latest diagnostic 
software gives technicians the knowledge to conquer what’s plaguing their customers’ cars. Technicians 
who are armed with the most up-to-date information find solutions faster and get more jobs done. 
 
Undercar coverage highlights in Bundle 11.2 include, but are not limited to: 
 

• Acura/Honda TPMS Registration 

• Hyundai Electric Power Steering Type Configuration and ASP Calibration 

• Kia Steering Angle 
• Kia Wheel Alignment Menu 

 
“After replacing a tire pressure sensor on a Honda or Acura vehicle, register it with the TPMS tire 
registration function in Software Bundle 11.2,” said Bill Bruno, vice president of sales and marketing for 
Snap-on Diagnostics. “There are 4.5 million vehicles on the road today with TPMS, and now with our 
comprehensive undercar coverage, automotive technicians don’t have to guess when working on them.”  
 
Software Bundle 11.2 includes new features and coverage, plus all of the features and coverage from 
the previous upgrades. Get over 126,000 new and enhanced codes, tests, tips and data, plus access to 
over 17,300 systems for model years 1993 to 2010, including new 2010 domestic and Asian coverage for 
Ford, Chrysler, Acura, Honda, Hyundai, Kia, Mitsubishi and Mazda.  In addition, Software Bundle 11.2 
offers over 73,000 new and enhanced component test meter (CTM) tips – the largest addition to any 
software bundle ever! 
 
To learn more about Software Bundle 11.2, visit http://diagnostics.snapon.com or talk to a Snap-on 
representative.  
 
About Snap-on Diagnostics: 
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and 
marketer of tools, diagnostics and repair information and systems solutions for professional users 
performing critical tasks. Products are sold through the company’s franchisee, company-direct distributor 
and Internet channels.  Founded in 1920, Snap-on is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin. To learn 
more about any of Snap-on’s diagnostic solutions, talk to a Snap-on representative or visit 
http://diagnostics.snapon.com. 
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